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1 Introduction 

 

1.1 South Lakeland District Council (‘the Council’) is the Local Planning Authority.  It has approved 

a planning policy to require that in appropriate and relevant circumstances all new 

developments of sites within its area of planning control will include a set level of affordable 

housing – details of which are found within the Council’s ‘Core Strategy Development Plan 

Document’ 
1
.  The relevant policy extract is re-produced below: 

CS6.3 – Provision of affordable housing 
The Council will consider the appropriateness of allocating sites in every community in the 
plan area in order to ensure the delivery of affordable housing to meet local need. The 
percentage of affordable housing to be provided on allocated sites will be dependent on local 
land supply, housing need and viability, including the potential for allocating sites solely for 
affordable housing. 
 

Planning permission for the erection of new dwellings or conversion of existing buildings to 
dwellings will be permitted provided that the scheme provides local affordable housing in 
accordance with the following: 

 On all schemes of nine or more dwellings in the Principal/Key Service Centres, and three 
or more dwellings outside of these areas, no less than 35% of the total number of dwellings 
proposed are affordable. The Council may seek to require a higher percentage on 
individual sites, based on evidence of need and viability, through the preparation of 
development plan documents which allocate sites; 

 The affordable housing provided is made available solely to people in housing need at an 
affordable cost for the life of the property. The Council will ensure that any planning 
permission granted is subject to appropriate conditions and/or planning obligations to 
secure its affordability in perpetuity; 

 The mix and tenure of affordable housing provided reflects the identified housing needs at 
the time of the proposal as demonstrated in the Housing Market Assessment and waiting 
list information. Further targets and requirements are set out in each of the area strategy 
policies CS2-CS5; 

 The affordable housing shall be mixed within the development.  Exceptionally, a lower 
requirement for affordable housing will be acceptable where there is clear evidence that it 
would make the development unviable. Further information on the operation of the 
affordable housing mechanisms is included within the monitoring and implementation 
framework.’ 

 
1.2 The Council’s Core Strategy was examined and approved in 2010.  In approving the Council’s 

proposed affordable housing policies in relation to residential development within South 

Lakeland the Inspector acknowledged that ‘the district faces major problems of housing 

affordability’
 2

.  The author of this report produced a ‘Viability Impact Study’ which tested the 

land value effect of a range of policy options.  This led to the proposal that a set level (at least 

35%) of new residential units on schemes of nine units or more must be designated as  

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

1
 –  South Lakeland District Council Core Strategy (Adopted October 2010):  

www.southlakeland.gov.uk/EasySiteWeb/GatewayLink.aspx?alId=34588  
2
 –  South Lakeland Core Strategy DPD, Inspector’s Report (PINS Ref: LDF000936), August 2010 

 http://www.southlakeland.gov.uk/documentBrowser/Local%20Development%20Framework/Core%20Str
ategy/03%20Inspectors%20Report%20-%20Aug%202010.pdf 
 

http://www.southlakeland.gov.uk/documentBrowser/Local%20Development%20Framework/Core%20Strategy/03%20Inspectors%20Report%20-%20Aug%202010.pdf
http://www.southlakeland.gov.uk/documentBrowser/Local%20Development%20Framework/Core%20Strategy/03%20Inspectors%20Report%20-%20Aug%202010.pdf
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‘affordable’.  The Inspector examined this viability evidence in detail – with local house 

building-industry representatives also taking part in the Examination process.  He reached the 

conclusion that ‘policy thresholds and target are sufficiently supported in current evidence 

(and)…the affordable housing policy in respect of the…35% target is sound.’ 

1.3 In those instances where the Council grants planning consent for appropriate developments 

the developer is required to provide a set level of housing to be sold at prices theoretically 

‘affordable’ to sections of society unable to afford to purchase at ‘full’ market value.  In so 

doing the objective is that new housing developments will accord with the National Planning 

Policy Framework’s (‘NPPF’) 
3
 vision (at paragraph 8b) for the ‘social objective’ of ‘sustainable 

development’ – ‘to support strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by ensuring that a 

sufficient number and range of homes can be provided to meet the needs of present and 

future generations.’ 

1.4 The type, location, specification and number of residential units and the initial and future sale 

prices of such ‘affordable’ units to be provided by the Developer will be controlled through an 

agreement made under Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (“a Section 

106 Agreement”). 

1.5 In circumstances where the apparent viability of a potential development site is such that the 

developer cannot viably provide the Council’s target level of affordable housing then the 

Council will require ‘clear evidence’ in the form of a ‘site based’ viability assessment to justify 

variance from that target level (CS6.3 of the Council’s LDF ‘Core Strategy Development Plan 

Document’).  The Core Strategy Inspector’s report 
2
 endorsed such a scenario when 

approving ‘policy wording which allows for site-specific negotiation of a lower level of 

affordable housing where there is clear evidence that 35% would make a scheme unviable.’ 

1.6 It should be pointed out that such ‘clear evidence’ is generally anticipated to be limited to 

‘abnormal development costs’, as any movement in house prices will generally lead to similar 

fluctuations in land values, although there may be instances where the existing use value of 

brownfield sites can also become a relevant consideration. 

1.7 In the subject case Holbeck Homes (‘the Applicant’) is proposing the development of 39 new 

build residential units on land to the south of Haggs Lane, Cartmel (Planning application ref: 

SL/2017/0732).   

 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3 
–  'National Planning Policy Framework’ – Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (ISBN 

978-1-4098-5302-2), July 2018 
 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/72864

3/Revised_NPPF_2018.pdf 
  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/728643/Revised_NPPF_2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/728643/Revised_NPPF_2018.pdf
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1.8 A Financial Viability Assessment (‘FVA’) has been submitted by the Applicant in an attempt to 

justify a reduction in the proportion of affordable housing to be provided as part of the 

proposed scheme from 14 units (35.9% of total units) to nil units. 

  

1.9 The Council has instructed Lambert Smith Hampton (‘LSH’) to provide an independent 

professional opinion (known as a ‘Financial Viability Assessment Review’; abbreviated as an 

‘FVAR’) on whether the Applicant’s FVA is reasonable and realistic. 

1.10 Matt Messenger (‘the author’), of LSH’s Kendal Team, has been selected to author this report.  

Matt is an RICS Registered Valuer currently retained in a specialist planning and development 

viability advisory role in relation to residential development sites for a range of LPA and 

developer clients across the UK.  Tasks carried out for clients include the provision of FVAs 

and FVAR services in relation to individual sites, planning authority-wide ‘viability 

assessments’ to inform and test planning policy and expert witness appearances at public 

inquiries. 

1.11 The Planning and Development Consultancy team at Lambert Smith Hampton compliments 

Matt’s knowledge and experience, with an extensive track record in providing viability 

assessments for private developers, public sector bodies including several local authorities in 

the North, the Police and Crime Commissioner, and Homes England.  A result of this 

experience is that we know the best methods to produce accurate costing for appraisals and 

the review of appraisals.  The regularity at which we undertake viability work also necessitates 

that we keep up to date with all relevant development costs in order to make reasonable and 

accurate assumptions within our viability work. 

1.12 We have reviewed the assumptions made within the FVA undertaken by the Applicant’, 

providing comment on their validity.  

1.13 For the purposes of this FVAR, ‘viability’ refers to a situation where: 

the value of the site with assumed planning consent for the proposed scheme is sufficiently in 

excess of existing and alternative non-residential use values (if any) that a landowner, when 

acting reasonably, would be willing to proceed with the proposed residential development 

 

1.14 The previous version (March 2012) of the NPPF 
3
 at paragraph 173 stated that: 

‘To ensure viability, the costs of any requirements likely to be applied to development, such as 

requirements for affordable housing, standards, infrastructure contributions or other 

requirements should, when taking account of the normal cost of development and mitigation, 

provide competitive returns to a willing land owner and willing developer to enable the 

development to be deliverable.’ 
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1.15 Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (‘RICS’) guidance 
4
 (known as the 'RICS Guidance') 

with which this FVAR accords, has also defined ‘financial viability for planning purposes’ as 

being: 

‘An objective financial viability test of the ability of a development project to meet its costs 

including the cost of planning obligations, while ensuring an appropriate Site Value for the 

landowner and a market risk adjusted return to the Applicant delivering the project.’ 

1.16 Another important recent source of guidance is Viability Testing in Local Plans – Advice for 

planning practitioners 
5
 (known as the 'Harman Guidance'), which states (at page 14) that: 

'An individual development can be said to be viable if, after taking account of all costs, 

including central and local government policy and regulatory costs and the cost and availability 

of development finance, the scheme provides a competitive return to the developer to ensure 

that development takes place and generates a land value sufficient to persuade the land 

owner to sell the land for the development proposed. If these conditions are not met, a 

scheme will not be delivered.' 

  

1.17 We set out in Section 4 of this report our assessment of the FVA submitted by the Applicant, 

with a summary of our findings included in Section 5. 

 

 

 
 
 

4 
–   Financial Viability in Planning - RICS Guidance Note 1st Edition (GN 94/2012) (RICS, August 2012): 

http://www.rics.org/Documents/Financial%20viability%20in%20planning.pdf 
 
5 
–   Viability Testing in Local Plans – Advice for planning practitioners (LGA/HBF – Sir John Harman, June 

2012):  
 http://www.nhbc.co.uk/NewsandComment/Documents/filedownload,47339,en.pdf 

http://www.rics.org/Documents/Financial%20viability%20in%20planning.pdf
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2 Limitations of the review 

2.1 LSH will advise on the viability of the site in relation to the Council’s requirement to achieve 

the provision of a set level of affordable housing at affordable prices. 

2.2 The Council will supply LSH with an indication of the type, location, specification and number 

of residential units and the affordable prices that it wishes to achieve in general guidance, to 

be updated and adjusted from time to time.  

2.3 LSH will undertake the following actions: 

 Carry out an informal external inspection of the site. 

 Verify local land and property values. 

 Assess the information provided by the Applicant as regards cost and value. 

 Discuss variations with the Council as applicable prior to reporting. 

 Report on the viability to the Council relative to the affordability criteria set by the Council. 

 Answer any queries arising from the report by attendance at any forum of the Council if 

required, subject to a further fee. 

2.4 In respect of the following: 

 LSH will not carry out any internal inspection of premises unless it is considered 

necessary as part of the FVAR process. 

 LSH will not undertake a comprehensive audit or investigation into ground conditions, 

contamination or other abnormal site costs. 

 LSH will not provide quantity surveying services to independently cost the items put 

forward unless separately instructed to do so, in which case a separate fee will become 

payable. 

 LSH will not advise upon those matters more usually covered by consultation with 

statutory and/or representative bodies. 

 Where any or all of the above matters are relevant to the FVAR process, the Applicant 

will be expected to provide such information from a professionally qualified source 

(supported by a certificate of neutrality as relevant) at the Applicant’s expense. 

 Where such additional information is relevant, necessary and supplied in the correct and 

certified format then LSH will expect to rely upon it without further enquiry. 

 The attendance at any Council forum relates only to meetings of the Planning Committee 

or Officer meetings and excludes planning inquiries and appeals etc. 

 

2.5 For clarity the following should be noted: 

 LSH will only carry out a review of the information supplied by the Applicant; it is not 

carrying out its own separate viability assessment. 
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 It must be clearly understood that LSH is providing an independent review (FVAR) of the 

viability case put forward by the Applicant. 

 It must be clearly understood that there is no direct or implied contractual relationship 

between LSH and any Applicant. 

 LSH will use its own sources of information to review the information supplied by the 

Applicant where relevant and necessary.  

 LSH will adopt a neutral stance in that it will seek to provide advice on how reasonable 

and realistic the Applicant’s assessment is, using all sources of information whether 

provided by the Applicant or not. 

 LSH will not seek to point out to the Applicant nor to correct perceived deficiencies in the 

Applicant’s FVA but may ask the Applicant to comment on individual aspects or details of 

the submitted FVA as necessary. 

 LSH will not negotiate with the Applicant prior to reporting unless specifically instructed to 

do so by the Council.  

 LSH will not negotiate with the Applicant after reporting unless specifically instructed by 

the Council in which case a separate fee will become payable.  

 

2.6 LSH will not carry out any alternative use valuations to prove alternative viabilities.  LSH will 

assume that the most valuable use has been suggested unless the Applicant provides 

alternatives. 

2.7 For the purpose of the review exercise LSH will assume that the proposed development will 

receive planning consent and that the only outstanding issue is one of financial viability.  LSH 

will not make any checks in respect of any other planning criteria. 
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3 Site Background 

Location and Description 

 
(Location of site within Cartmel Peninsula; source: Google Maps) 

 

(View towards site from north-east; source: Google Street View) 
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(Site layout; source: MPSL Planning & Design Ltd on behalf of Holbeck Homes) 

3.1 The site is located off Haggs Lane, on the south-eastern edge of the village of Cartmel.  The 

village is located on the Cartmel Peninsula which includes the small town of Grange-over 

Sands to the south-east and the villages of Allithwaite, Flookburgh and Cark to the south and 

south-west.  Cartmel village offers a variety of local services, including a post office, village 

shop, public house and restaurants.  The village is situated less than a mile from the southern 

boundary of the Lake District National Park. 

 

3.2 The site, currently in agricultural (pony paddock) use, is a gently sloping greenfield site with a 

total area of 5.68 acres (2.3 hectares).  The net developable site area is 3.3 acres (1.34 

hectares).  The site is bordered by residential properties on Haggs Lane to the north, by 

existing woodland to the east and south and by the playing fields of Cartmel Priory Secondary 

School to the west.  The proposed site access lies within the Cartmel Conservation Area. 
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(Proposed vehicle access to site from Haggs Lane; source: Google Street View) 

 
3.3 The site was allocated for residential development, with an indicative capacity of 39 dwellings, 

in the Council’s Local Plan Land Allocations Development Plan Document, adopted in 

December 2013. 

3.4 The proposed scheme features the erection of 39 dwellings, totalling 39,514ft
2
, with an 

average unit size of 1,013ft
2
.  The current proposed mix of dwellings features eight different 

house types (two of which are show below), comprising 4 x 2-bed dwellings (all semi-

detached); 12 x 3-bed dwellings (a mixture of semi-detached and detached) and 17 x 4-bed 

dwellings (all detached).  The scheme also features 6 x 1-bed apartments.  The scheme 

density is 11.8 units per net developable acre and 11,974ft
2
 of saleable space per net 

developable acre.  Developers will generally look to achieve between 12,500ft
2
 and 15,000ft

2 

per net acre, therefore the subject scheme falls slightly below the bottom end of the usual 

range. 
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House type G (front) – 4 bed detached house 
 

House type G (rear) – 4 bed detached house 

 

 

 

House type B (front) – 2 bed semi-det houses House type B (rear) – 2 bed semi-det houses 

  

(Proposed elevations of two unit types; source: MPSL Planning & Design Ltd on behalf of Holbeck Homes) 
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4 Assessment of Applicant’s FVA 

4.1 The Applicant is proposing to develop 39 new build residential units (comprising 33 houses 

and six apartments) on land to the south of Haggs Lane, Cartmel (Planning application ref: 

SL/2017/0732).   

4.2 A Financial Viability Assessment (‘FVA’) has been submitted by the Applicant in an attempt to 

justify a reduction in the proportion of affordable housing to be provided as part of the 

proposed scheme from 14 units (35.9% of total units) to nil units. 

 Value of the Completed Development 

4.3 The Applicant’s proposed net selling prices, inclusive of any potential discounts and sales 

incentives, are set out on page 7 of the FVA and are reproduced in below: 

 

4.4 The Applicant’s average value for proposed market units, as put forward within the FVA, 

equates to £272.6/ft
2
 (£2,934/m

2
). 
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4.5 In 2017 the Council commissioned a plan-wide viability report (‘SLDCVA’) 
6 

in relation to the 

emerging Development Management Policies DPD.  After analysis of the available evidence 

base and a stakeholder consultation exercise the SLDCVA 
6 

applied a generic sales revenue 

assumption of £2,600/m² (£241.5/ft
2
) to residential developments in the Cartmel Peninsula 

sub-area.   

4.6 The village of Cartmel is capable of achieving higher values than the nearby villages of 

Allithwaite, Cark, Flookburgh and the town of Grange-over-Sands.  Indeed, analysis of HM 

Land Registry sales records for the LA11 postcode area for the period 1 January 2017 to the 

end of March 2019 reveals that 40 recorded sales within the village of Cartmel achieved an 

average sales receipt per transaction of 144% of the average figure achieved across 655 

sales across the remainder of the LA11 postcode area.  This reinforces our view that expected 

sales revenues in Cartmel at the time of the SLDCVA 
6 

(September 2017) would have 

significantly exceeded the assumption of £2,600/m² (£241.5/ft
2
).  Furthermore, there has been 

little new build residential development within Cartmel in recent years.  We would expect units 

within the subject scheme to prove particularly popular when marketed, subject to appropriate 

pricing. 

4.7 We review current new build asking prices and new build sales values achieved within the 

local area on an ongoing basis.  This process provides a good baseline for forming a 

professional view on assumed new build values likely to be achieved on the subject site. 

4.8 We have compared the above proposed values to sale prices achieved on Applewaite’s 18 

unit Blenkett View (Jack Hill) development – which is situated within Allithwaite, two miles 

south of the subject site.  Analysis of prices achieved to date for market units at Blenkett View 

(LA11 7RX) are set out below, along with our analysis: 

Address 

Floor area 

(ft
2
) 

Date of 

sale 

Gross 

Sale price £ per ft
2
 

8 Blenkett View (Type A – 4 bed, 2 

story detached with integral garage) 
1,342 20/12/2018 £348,000 £259 

7 Blenkett View (Type B – 4 bed, 2 

story detached with integral garage) 
1,270 07/09/2018 £335,000 £263 

4 Blenkett View (Type E – 3 bed, 1 

story detached with integral garage) 
1,107 25/06/2018 £345,000 £312 

6 Blenkett View (Type C – 4 bed, 2 

story detached with integral garage) 
1,197 08/06/2018 £315,000 £263 

2 Blenkett View (Type F – 3 bed, 2 

story detached with detached garage) 
900 19/03/2018 £245,000 £272 

19 Blenkett View (Type G – 2 bed, 2 

story end terraced; communal parking) 
775 02/03/2018 £199,950 £258 

\sf 
 

6 
–   Viability Report – South Lakeland Development Management Policies DPD and CIL Viability Assessment 

(Aspinall Verdi, on behalf of South Lakeland DC, September 2017):  
 https://www.southlakeland.gov.uk/media/4777/south-lakeland-viability-study-final.pdf 

https://www.southlakeland.gov.uk/media/4777/south-lakeland-viability-study-final.pdf
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17 Blenkett View (Type G – 2 bed, 2 

story end terraced unit with communal 

parking) 

775 23/02/2018 £199,950 £258 

9 Blenkett View (Type D – 4 bed, 2 

story detached with integral garage) 
1,110 02/03/2018 £290,250 £261 

3 Blenkett View (Type F – 3 bed, 2 

story detached with detached garage) 
900 18/12/2017 £245,000 £272 

 
4.9 Analysis of the nine above transactions shows an average gross sale price per ft

2 
of £269.  

The eight transactions, excluding the bungalow, produce an average of £263 per ft
2
, leading to 

an assumed net sale price (at 97% of gross) per ft
2 
of £256. 

4.10 We have analysed sale prices achieved on Russell Armer’s Oversands View development – 

which is situated approximately two miles south-east the subject site.  Analysis of recent 

prices achieved at Oversands View (LA11 7BW) are set out below, along with our analysis: 

Address 

Floor area 

(ft
2
) 

Date of 

sale 

Gross 

Sale price £ per ft
2
 

8 Oversands View (Bewick type – 3 

bed detached house with attached 

garage – fully furnished showhome 

with bay views) 

1,186 03/08/2018 £351,950 £297 

34 Oversands View (Sandpiper type – 

3 bed detached bungalow with 

detached garage) 

1,090 01/06/2018 £395,000 £362 

35 Oversands View (Dunlin type – 3 

bed semi-detached house with 2 

parking spaces) 

844 15/12/2017 £215,000 £255 

33 Oversands View (Plover type – 4 

bed link-detached house with attached 

garage) 

1,404 25/08/2017 £375,000 £267 

29 Oversands View (Osprey type – 3 

bed detached house with integral 

garage) 

1,135 11/08/2017 £329,950 £291 

31 Oversands View (Skylark type – 3 

bed detached house with integral 

garage and views) 

1,257 28/07/2017 £345,000 £274 

32 Oversands View (Plover type – 4 

bed link-detached house with attached 

garage) 

1,404 28/07/2017 £375,000 £267 

30 Oversands View (Osprey type – 3 

bed detached house with integral 

garage) 

 

1,135 30/06/2017 £319,950 £282 

26 Oversands View (Sandpiper type – 

3 bed detached bungalow with 

attached garage in corner plot with 

views) 

1,090 05/05/2017 £385,000 £353 
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17 Oversands View (Osprey type – 3 

bed detached house with integral 

garage) 

1,135 24/02/2017 £317,500 £280 

22 Oversands View (Lapwing type – 4 

bed detached split level house with 

attached garage) 

1,465 14/02/2017 £365,000 £249 

23 Oversands View (Egret type – 3 

bed detached split level house with 

integral garage) 

1,225 10/02/2017 £339,950 £278 

27 Oversands View (Goldfinch type – 3 

bed semi-detached house with 

detached garage) 

890 27/01/2017 £209,950 £236 

28 Oversands View (Goldfinch type – 3 

bed semi-detached house with 

detached garage) 

890 27/01/2017 £215,000 £242 

18 Oversands View (Osprey type – 3 

bed detached house with integral 

garage) 

1,135 13/01/2017 £324,950 £286 

24 Oversands View (Egret type – 3 

bed detached split level house with 

integral garage) 

 

1,225 

 

16/12/2016 

 

£339,950 

 

£278 

25 Oversands View (Egret type – 3 

bed detached split level house with 

integral garage) 

1,225 15/12/2016 £339,950 £278 

19 Oversands View (Osprey type – 3 

bed detached house with integral 

garage) 

1,135 02/12/2016 £329,950 £291 

20 Oversands View (Swallow type – 3 

bed detached dormer bungalow with 

detached garage) 

970 19/08/2016 £250,000 £258 

21 Oversands View (Sandpiper type – 

3 bed detached bungalow with 

attached garage in corner plot with 

views) 

1,090 12/08/2016 £385,000 £353 

16 Oversands View (Skylark type – 3 

bed detached house with integral 

garage in corner plot) 

1,257 14/06/2016 £340,000 £270 

11 Oversands View (Lapwing type – 4 

bed detached split level house with 

attached garage in corner plot) 

1,465 16/05/2016 £384,950 £263 

15 Oversands View (Sanderling type – 

4 bed detached house with integral 

garage and views) 

1,541 04/03/2016 £369,950 £240 

14 Oversands View (Lapwing type – 4 

bed detached split level house with 

attached garage) 

1,465 05/02/2016 £364,950 £249 

12 Oversands View (Lapwing type – 4 

bed detached split level house with 

attached garage) 

 

 

1,465 15/01/2016 £354,950 £242 
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10 Oversands View (Curlew type – 3 

bed detached house with integral 

garage in corner plot) 

1,213 20/11/2015 £325,000 £268 

7 Oversands View (Curlew type – 3 

bed detached house with integral 

garage) 

1,213 23/10/2015 £295,000 £243 

 
4.11 Analysis of the 27 above transactions shows an average gross sale price per ft

2 
of £275, 

leading to an assumed net sale price (at 97% of gross) per ft
2 

of £267.  The average gross 

sale price per ft
2 

if the four bungalows are excluded is £266 (£258 net).  The most recent 

seven (non-bungalow) transactions (June 2017 to August 2018) produce an average of £276 

per ft
2 

(£268 net).  This average reduces to £273 per ft
2
 (£265 net) if the fully furnished show-

home (8 Oversands View) is excluded. 

4.12 We have also analysed the most recent sale prices for detached properties within the 

Wainhomes development at Shoreside, Grange-over-Sands (LA11 7DE) – a 64 unit residential 

development which is situated on the western edge of Grange, approximately two miles south-

east the subject site: 

Address 

Floor area 

(ft
2
) 

Date of 

sale 

Gross 

Sale price £ per ft
2
 

23 Tricketts Drive (4 bed detached 

house with garage) 
1,507 05/10/2018 £409,950 £272 

27 Tricketts Drive (4 bed detached 

house with garage) 
1,109 31/08/2018 £309,950 £279 

 

4.13 The Applicant’s FVA also makes reference to some recent sales of second hand properties 

situated within 0.5 miles of the subject location.  Further details are set out below, with our 

analysis.  This snapshot of recent sales evidence provides a strong indication of the notable 

difference in prices being achieved within the village, in comparison to sales prices from sites 

just two miles away in Allithwaite and Grange-over-Sands (see also 4.6 above): 

Address 

Floor area 

(ft
2
) 

Date of 

sale 

Gross 

Sale price £ per ft
2
 

Maggie Puddle Cottage, Haggs Lane, 

Cartmel, LA11 6PH (4 bed - semi-det’d) 
1,270 26/02/2019 £495,000 £390 

Town Close, The Square, Cartmel, LA11 

6QB (2 bed - semi-det’d; period cottage) 

829  

(exc cellar) 
28/01/2019 £365,000 £440 

Flat 2, Church Town House, The 

Square, Cartmel, LA11 6QB (Ground 

floor studio / bedsit within period 

property; operated as holiday let) 

194 21/09/2018 £125,000 £644 

Mereness, The Causeway, Cartmel, 

LA11 6PW (Detached) 
1,485 14/09/2018 £475,000 £320 

Wharton Cottage, Park View, Cartmel, 

LA11 6QF (3 double bed - semi-

detached; period cottage) 

1,001 31/07/2018 £322,000 £322 
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1 Town End Meadow, Cartmel, LA11 

6QG (3 bed – detached 1981-built 

bungalow) 

1,152 25/07/2018 £375,000 £326 

7 Park View, Cartmel, LA11 6QF (3 bed 

– end-terraced; period cottage) 
1,016 29/06/2018 £499,995 £492 

 

4.14 The Applicant’s proposed net selling prices are shown in the table below alongside our view of 

appropriate net selling prices for units within the proposed scheme.  Our view is supported by 

local market knowledge and the above recent transactional evidence from the immediate local 

area.  The figures we have put forward are arguably cautious, in the context of potential values 

within the village, but in our view will allow the target sales rate to be achieved (see 4.63 

below): 

Type Beds 
GIA* 
(ft

2
) 

Submitted Values LSH Values 

Net sale 
price 

Price 
(£/ft

2
) 

Net sale 
price 

Price 
(£/ft

2
) 

Apartment Type 1 
 

1 563 £155,000 £275.3 NO CHANGE 

Apartment Type 2 
 

1 575 £157,500 £273.9 NO CHANGE 

Apartment Type 3 
 

1 596 £160,000 £268.5 NO CHANGE 

Type B (Semi-detached 
house) 

 

2 753 £197,500 £262.3 £210,000 £278.9  

Type L (Semi-detached 
house) 

 

2 898 £240,000 £267.3 £245,500 £272.8 

Type D (Semi-detached 
house) 

 

3 924 £247,500 £267.9 £260,000 £281.4 

Type E (Detached house; 
detached single garage) 

 

3 1,026 £285,000 £277.8 £290,000 £282.7 

Type F (Detached house; 
detached single garage) 

 

4 1,108 £300,000 £270.8 £310,000 £279.8 

Type G (Detached house; 
detached single garage) 

 

4 1,209 £325,000 £268.8 £335,000 £277.1 

Type H (Detached house; 
detached single garage) 

 

4 1,276 £340,000 £266.5 £350,000 £274.3 

Type J (Detached house; 
detached single garage) 

 

4 1,340 £365,000 £272.4 NO CHANGE 

 

4.15 Our own assumptions of market values for the subject scheme generate an average value of 

£277.59/ft
2 

(£2,987/m
2
)
 
for proposed market units (assuming no affordable housing).  This 

represents a 1.80% uplift on the figures put forward within the FVA. 

Scheme Costs 

Affordable Housing 

4.16 The Council’s headline on-site affordable housing contribution policy position for the site as set 

out in the Core Strategy DPD
1
 is 14 units (35.9% of total units). 
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4.17 Typically, the Council would expect an on-site affordable contribution of 14 units to comprise 

seven intermediate units and seven affordable rent units.  The Council’s preference would be 

for the seven intermediate units to be designated as discounted sale units in perpetuity.  There 

may also be scope for these units to become shared ownership affordable housing. 

4.18 Notwithstanding the financial viability case put forward within the FVA, the Applicant’s 

‘Affordable Housing Statement’ (Dated 14
th
 August 2017) proposes that 14 of the units within 

the proposed scheme, representing 35.9% of the total number of units, be designated as 

‘affordable housing.’   

4.19 The Applicant puts forward the following proposed affordable housing mix: 

 

4.20 In respect of discounted sale units, the Council publishes a schedule of maximum affordable 

house prices for such properties on its website.  These are updated each October.  An extract 

from the current schedule is set out below.  It can be seen that the Council’s current maximum 

discounted sale affordable house price for two-bedroomed dwellings is £105,954 and the 

maximum price for such three-bedroomed dwellings is £122,683: 
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4.21 In the event that there is sufficient viability within the scheme to provide some affordable rent 

units, we would expect the Applicant to approach relevant active local RPs with a view to 

undertaking a ‘sealed bids’ type marketing exercise for such units.  It may be difficult to 

generate interest from RPs if there are less than three such units present at the site.  In our 

experience we would usually expect ‘transfer’ values within the Cartmel Peninsula of around 

45% of market value for affordable rent units.  This also accords with the experience of the 

Council’s Housing Strategy Team and our findings when recently consulting with locally active 

Register Providers on this issue with the District. 

4.22 It is noted that the Applicant’s FVA makes reference to social rent units.  Whilst existing 

‘Council houses’ within South Lakeland (now operated by South Lakes Housing following a 

housing stock transfer in 2012)  are indeed let at social rent, as a result of Housing legislation, 

new affordable units for rent delivered via s106 agreements are permitted by Homes England 

to be let at affordable rent. 

4.23 The Council’s Housing Strategy Team have previously confirmed that Heylo Housing’s model 

of shared ownership affordable housing is likely to be acceptable in most cases.  

 

4.24 In our experience the Heylo model of shared ownership affordable housing typically results in 

higher transfer values than other RPs are able to pay for more established forms of 

intermediate housing.  The expected range of transfer value is between 65% and 75%, 

depending on the unrestricted market value.  For the purposes of this assessment we have 

cautiously assumed a transfer value of 65% of market value for such units.  These accords 

with the assumption put forward within the FVA.   

Base Build Costs 

4.25 Base build costs are the direct costs relating to the creation of each proposed dwelling unit, 

including standard preliminaries (site management, welfare facilities, site office, construction 

utilities), cost of creating substructure and superstructure including standard strip foundations, 

but excluding abnormal items.  They do not include the costs of any external works beyond the 

footprint of the walls of each dwelling.   

4.26 A useful starting point for the calculation of base build costs for new build schemes is RICS’s 

BCIS (‘Building Cost Information Service’) – the UK property market’s leading provider of 

construction cost and price information.  Adopted BCIS costs should be location adjusted to a 

District.  BCIS costs are based on Gross Internal Area (‘GIA’).  For residential schemes BCIS 

‘Average Prices’ data arises from the analysis of sample cost returns from a range of 

schemes, including a significant proportion of wholly affordable housing schemes (which will 

typically have greater relative costs than private residential schemes), of varying design and 

schemes of small to medium scale. 
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4.27 Although of some use, BCIS data is features a predominance of small-scale schemes and 

social housing projects built to higher than average specification.  BCIS data should always be 

‘sense checked’ against an applicant’s and viability auditor’s own internal figures – which are 

typically built up from actual costs arising from previous local comparable projects and / or 

costed specifically by quantity surveyors.  When preparing or auditing site specific viability 

assessments our opinion of appropriate build costs will always be considered in the context of 

data we hold of recent representative build costs from within the local area.  At the time of 

writing we have seen a significant increase in BCIS costs over the past 12 to 18 months.  This 

increase has been greater than the rate of increase seen in representative local build costs.  

Typically we are now finding that for any scheme of more than ten houses most housebuilders 

are able to build at below BCIS lower quartile index figures for estate housing.  Larger 

schemes are expected to be capable of being built at well below these rates.  The current (as 

at 31/05/2019) lower quartile figure for two storey estate housing in South Lakeland District is 

£95.78/ft
2
 (£1,031/m

2
). The current median figure for two storey estate housing is £107.4/ft

2
 

(£1,156/m
2
). 

4.28 The Applicant has put forward an effective base build cost rate of £105.17/ft
2
 (£1,132m

2
) for 

two storey houses within the proposed scheme.  The FVA (dated January 2019) states, by 

way of explanation:   

‘The rate utilised makes allowances for the following:  

 Basic superstructure costs  

 Nominal strip footing foundations…  

 The rate includes for builders’ preliminary costs (site management, all welfare 

facilities, site office, construction utilities, etc.)… 

 The inclusion of high quality external building materials, with the extensive use of 

natural stone and slate in addition to areas of high performance renders.’ 

4.29 LSH recently undertook a Plan-wide Viability Study for Lancaster District.  Following further 

research and stakeholder consultation, the base build cost assumption (as at April 2018) 

applied to two storey houses modelled within the Plan-wide Viability Study was £78/ft
2
 for sites 

of 50 units and £87/ft
2
 for sites of 15 units.  This is a blended rate reflective of the wide range 

of specification produced by different housebuilders.  This leads to an assumption of around 

£83.5/ft
2
 for a 39 unit scheme within Lancaster District.   

4.30 The BICS Lancaster index for estate housing has increased by 2.7% in the period since April 

2018.  Consequently our assumption of around £83.5/ft
2
 for a 39 unit scheme within Lancaster 

District in April 2018 would translate to a current assumption of £85.75/ft
2
.  Current BCIS index 

figures for housing within South Lakeland District are on average 5.5% higher than those for 
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Lancaster District.  The addition of 5.5% to this figure leads to a current assumption of 

£90.47/ft
2
 for such a scheme within South Lakeland. 

4.31 We have taken into account the specification of dwelling likely to be built within the subject 

scheme and base build costs we have accepted within other FVARs carried out in relation to 

schemes within this District and adjoining Districts over the past 12 months.  For the purposes 

of this FVAR we initially agreed that we were willing to accept a maximum base build cost for 

two storey housing of £98/ft
2
 (£1,054.86m

2
).  It is noted that this assumption sits between the 

current lower quartile figure for two storey estate housing in South Lakeland District of 

£95.78/ft
2
 (£1,031/m

2
) and the current median figure of £107.4/ft

2
 (£1,156/m

2
).  Following 

further negotiation with the Applicant, LSH agreed, in light of the proposed specification of 

external finishes to dwellings within this scheme, to increase assumed base build costs for two 

storey units from £98/ft
2
 to £100/ft

2 
(£1,076/m

2
). 

4.32 The Applicant has put forward an effective base build cost rate of £122.30/ft
2
 (£1,316m

2
) for 

two storey flats. 

 

4.33 The current (as at 31/05/2019) lower quartile figure for two storey flats in South Lakeland 

District is £108.79/ft
2
 (£1,171/m

2
). The current median figure for two storey flats is £122.54/ft

2
 

(£1,319/m
2
). 

4.34 Within our Plan-wide Viability Study for Lancaster District the base build cost assumption (as 

at April 2018) applied to a small proportion of two storey flats within a wider residential 

development scenario was £114.46/ft
2
. 

4.35 The BICS Lancaster index for estate housing has increased by 2.7% in the period since April 

2018.  Consequently our assumption of around £114.46/ft
2
 for Lancaster District in April 2018 

would translate to a current assumption of £117.55/ft
2
.  Current BCIS index figures for flats 

within South Lakeland District are on average 5.5% higher than those for Lancaster District.  

The addition of 5.5% to this figure leads to a current assumption of £124.02/ft
2
 for such a 

scheme within South Lakeland.  We are willing to accept the Applicant’s proposed rate of 

£122.30/ft
2
 (£1,316m

2
) for flats as falling within the expected range. 

4.36 The proposed scheme features 36,046ft
2
 of two storey housing.  The application of our 

assumed maximum base build cost for two storey housing of £98/ft
2
 (£1,054.86m

2
) leads to a 

base build cost for this element of the scheme of £3,532,508. 

4.37 The proposed scheme features 3,468ft
2
 of two storey flats.  The application of the accepted 

base build cost for two storey flats of £122.30/ft
2
 (£1,316m

2
) leads to a base build cost for this 

element of the scheme of £424,151. 
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4.38 Our updated assumed cumulative base build cost for the scheme as a whole is therefore 

£4,028,751, equating to a blended rate across the scheme of £101.96/ft
2
 (£1,097.49m

2
).  This 

assumption is 5.69% below the Applicant’s proposed effective base build cost rate of 

£108.11/ft
2
 (£1,163.69m

2
). 

Building Contingency 

4.39 The Applicant has included a contingency level of 3%. In our opinion 2.5% to 3% is a typical 

range of assumption widely adopted for greenfield schemes. 

Site Externals and Infrastructure Costs 

4.40 As opposed to base build costs and preliminaries, external and infrastructure costs (exclusive 

of abnormal cost items) are not included in the BCIS rate. 

4.41 The Applicant’s FVA assumes a 15% addition on top of base build costs for external works.  

The FVA (dated January 2019) states, by way of explanation:   

‘The rate utilised makes allowances for the following:  

 …Normal infrastructure costs including access road, parking courts and private 

drives servicing more than one unit  

 Plot development costs (including provision of utilities, driveways, formation of 

curtilage parking spaces and gardens, boundary treatments to properties)’ 

 … the development layout which includes significant areas of incidental and open 

space…’ 

 … sections of service road with no houses fronting it or only single sided development.  

In addition there is extensive use of block paved access roads and private drives. …’ 

4.42 We take the view that the proposed external works allowance of 12.5% to 15% of base build 

costs would be appropriate for a scheme of this scale.  We concur with the view that the 

particular characteristics of the scheme, such as sections of feature stone walling, the 

roadway with no houses or single sided development and the relatively significant areas of 

open space, should lead to an assumption at the top end of this scale.  

4.43 This proposed allowance equated to a sum of £593,498 (an average of £15,217 per unit 

across the proposed scheme), in the context of the reduced blended base build cost we 

originally adopted of £100.13/ft
2 
(£1,077.79m

2
) (see 4.38 above). 

4.44 In the context of the Applicant’s proposed effective base build cost rate of £108.11/ft
2
 

(£1,163.69m
2
) the 15% allowance for external works would lead to a budget of £640,779 (an 

average of £16,430 per unit across the proposed scheme). 
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4.45 We have reflected on the nature of the subject scheme and external costs that have been 

agreed for other schemes we have recently reviewed.  We take the view that an assumed 

allowance of £15,500 per unit, leading to a total cost for external works of £604,500 (15.29% 

of base build costs), would be reasonable and realistic.  Following LSH agreement to increase 

assumed base build costs for two storey units from £98/ft
2
 to £100/ft

2
, the external allowance 

returned to 15% of the revised base build allowance.  The external cost allowance per unit 

remains at £15,500. 

4.46 It should further be noted that the Applicant subsequently provided a further assessment of 

external costs which suggested a figure of £1,026,262 (as opposed to the LSH assumption of 

£604,500 and the Applicant’s Viability Consultant’s assumption of £641,000).  The Applicant’s 

figure of £1,026,262 equates to 25.47% of the LSH revised assumption of base build costs.  

This figure is well above the expected range for external works.  Despite the Applicant’s figure 

of £1,026,262, the Applicant’s Viability Consultant proposes to retain the FVA proposed figure 

of £641,000 for external works.  Consequently LSH have not been required to further 

investigate the workings and assumptions that have led to the Applicant’s suggested external 

cost figure of £1,026,262. 

Site-specific Abnormal Costs  

4.47 Abnormal costs should be those specific to the site over and above costs reasonably expected 

to be incurred for the development of an allocated, level and well-drained greenfield site with 

adopted highways and utilities available to the site boundary. 

  

4.48 The subject site, whilst being ‘greenfield’, is affected to some degree by ‘abnormal issues’.  

These can be broadly summarised as costs primarily relating to: 

 Ground conditions, poor load bearing capacity and site topography – relating to the 

need for some degree of ‘cut and fill’ to create suitable development platforms due to 

ground conditions, raising of levels for the drainage network, the stabilisation of some 

areas of the site, retaining walls (of up to 1.6 metres in height) and the need for 

additional depth of foundations in order to extend to suitable bearing strata. 

  ‘Extra-over’ surface water drainage costs – including on-site storage and off-site 

pumping to facilitate off-site disposal into Flow Beck. 

 

4.49 As part of our scrutiny role a full breakdown of costs with supporting evidence and rationale 

was requested from the Applicant for each item.  It was subsequently agreed that this 

information should be independently audited by Jon Bushell of Bushell Raven (a South 

Lakeland based quantity surveying practice).  Bushell Raven’s report is attached to this FVAR 

at Appendix 1 and  Appendix 2. 
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4.50 A schedule of abnormal costs put forward by the Applicant, with comments and amendments 

provided by the Applicant and Bushell Raven is set out below:   

Site Specific Abnormal Item Additional Cost 

Surface Water Pumping Station 

 The surface water will be discharged via an adopted surface 
water pumping station 

 Budget costs were obtained ranging from £80,000 - £120,000 
from both United Utilities and a drainage consultant.  QS has 
opted for bottom end of budget cost range obtained. 

£80,000 

Associated Off-site Surface Water Discharge 

 A rising main will be required from the pumping station, crossing 
Haggs Lane and discharging into Flow Beck (£10,000) 

 Headwall construction and re-instatement of adjacent gardens 
(£8,000) 

 Traffic management for foul and surface water drainage 
connections within and across highway (£3,000) 

£21,000 

Attenuation Tanks 

 Initial design involved swales.  Now removed and replaced by a 
series of attenuation tanks. 

 Tanks capable of holding a volume of 225m
3
 at cost of £275/m

3
 

£61,875 

Services lowering and alterations 

 Services in Haggs Lane will require lowering / modification to 
accommodate the very shallow new drainage crossings and 
formation of the site entrance. (provisional sum as extent of 
works unknown at present) 

£25,000 

Public Open Space 

 Landscaping subcontractor quotation 
£19,421 

Landscape Maintenance 

 Maintenance of public open space pending handover to 
management company; say 2 years @ £3,450 per annum as per 
sub-contractor quotation 

£6,900 

Earthworks (Cut and fill) 

 The site requires extensive cut and fill to accommodate the new 
site levels and drainage requirements with the removal of 
surplus of 3,666m

3 
(£33.75/m

3
) 

 Levels shown on engineering drawings show the northern and 
western areas of the site would need filling with the south and 
south eastern areas requiring cutting.  

 Cut, Fill & Cart away of surplus materials from site due to the 
site levels. The surplus material and topsoil needs to be 
removed as it cannot be accommodated within the scheme and 
topsoil needs to be stripped from under the roads, footpath and 
plots as it is not suitable to build on. 

£123,737 

Retaining walls 

 290.5 metres of masonry retaining walls of between 0.55 and 
1.6 metres in height are required to accommodate changes in 
levels within the proposed scheme (Average cost of £443.15/m) 

£128,735 

Abnormal foundations 

 Total Gen 1 Concrete figure plus 50% of the excavation costs 
taken as abnormal costs. (Excavation percentage is probably 
higher) (£67,803) 

 100% of the Gen 1 concrete has been included as this is the 
concrete used to 'mass fill' a foundation with the standard 
concrete foundation then being cast on top of this. The 
additional foundation depths vary from 1.50 - 2.30m (£241,446) 

£309,248 
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Site visibility splay work 

 Creation of visibility splay and new footpath at new site entrance 
to Haggs Lane (£20,000) 

 Stone feature walling at entrance (£28,937).  Note cost of new 
stone queried by QS, although was not clear whether stone on 
site suitable for wall. 

£48,937 

Railing and feature stone walling 

 49m total length of 1m high feature stone screen walling 
(£22,300; £455/m) 

 118m total length of 1.8m high feature stone screen walling 
(£70,218; £595/m) 

 39m of feature railings to phase one works (£10,000) 

£102,518 

Archaeology 

 All works now completed; no watching brief required going 
forward. 

 Cost comprises: Archaeological desk-based survey £725; 
Archaeological Geophysical survey £1,735; Archaeological 
evaluation and assessment of finds (24) – £4,995; Applicant 
management time –£2,500; Temporary fencing – £750 

£10,689 

Contingency on Abnormal Items @ 3% £28,142 

TOTAL £966,202 
 

4.51 For the purpose of this FVAR we initially came to the provisional view to accept the majority of 

the Applicant’s site-specific abnormal costs, subject to the following variations summarised 

below: 

Site Specific Abnormal Item Removed Cost 

Public Open Space 

 The creation of public open space is not an ‘abnormal’ cost. 

 This item should be incorporated within the ‘Site Externals and 
Infrastructure Cost’ allowance (see 4.40 to 4.43 above) 

£19,421 

Landscape Maintenance 

 The maintenance of public open space for the duration of the 
construction and sales period is not an ‘abnormal’ cost.  

 This item should be incorporated within the ‘Site Externals and 
Infrastructure Cost’ allowance (see 4.40 to 4.43 above) 

£6,900 

Site visibility splay work 

 We do not accept that works relating to the creation of new site 
entrance are ‘abnormal’ in nature. 

 These costs should be incorporated within the ‘Site Externals 
and Infrastructure Cost’ allowance (see 4.40 to 4.43 above) 

£48,937 

Railing and feature stone walling 

 We do not accept that the creation of stone screen walling and 
rail fencing is ‘abnormal’ in nature. 

 Such costs form part of standard ‘Site Externals and 
Infrastructure Costs’ (see 4.40 to 4.43 above) expected for any 
greenfield residential development scheme, particularly within 
South Lakeland District, where the overall quality of design is 
typically expected to be above that seen in many other areas of 
the north-west of England. 

£102,518 

Reduced contingency (due to removal of above costs) on Abnormal 
Items @ 3% 

£5,333 

TOTAL £183,109 

 
4.52 Note, following further negotiation with the Applicant’s Viability Consultant and the Applicant, 
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LSH agreed to accept the following additional figures within the assumed abnormal cost 

budget (leading to a revised abnormal cost budget of £943,463): 

 £9,711 – 50% of proposed FVA figure for the creation of public open space; whilst 

usually taken to be wholly part of the external works budget this allowance was 

accepted in light of the unusually low gross to net area ratio for a site of this size (just 

58% in this instance); this leads larger areas of open space than would normally be 

required under the Council’s planning policy for a typical site of this size. 

 £3,450 – 50% of proposed FVA figure for the public open space landscape 

maintenance for duration of construction and sales period; whilst usually taken to be 

wholly part of the external works budget this allowance was accepted in light of the 

unusually low gross to net area ration for a site of this size (just 58% in this instance). 

 £31,000 – agreed ‘extra-over’ figure for demolition and re-building of natural stone 

walls to create site entrance, as opposed to the initially proposed figure of £48,937. 

 £102,518 – agreed figure for railings and feature stone walling within site.  It was 

accepted, following further negotiation and Planning Officer confirmation, that the 

nature of boundary treatments within this site is above that required on many sites 

within the District. 

 £36,500 – agreed ‘extra-over’ figure for ‘abnormal’ elements of external works (i.e. 

the difference between the LSH external works figure of £604.5k and the figure put 

forward by the Applicant’s viability consultant of £641k); this figure is assumed to 

incorporate an allowance for the larger than typical proportion of single-sided roads 

within the proposed site layout. 

 

4.53 We reserve the right to examine these costs further in conjunction with a quantity surveyor 

and/or engineer, if necessary – for example if the subject planning application proceeds to a 

planning appeal. 

 
4.54 The revised cumulative cost of provisionally approved site-specific abnormal costs for this site 

is £943,463 (an average of £285,898 per net acre / average of £24,191 per unit). 

 
Professional Fees 

4.55 The Applicant’s FVA puts forward professional and statutory application fees of 8% of total 

construction costs.  This falls slightly above the mid-point of the expected range for a 

greenfield site of this scale.  In light of the presence of abnormal foundations, and the resulting 

need for engineering input into the project, we believe this assumption of 8% is appropriate. 

CIL Contribution 

4.56 The Applicant’s FVA assumes a CIL liability of £271,512. 
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4.57 The Council’s rate of CIL is increased in line with BCIS TPI (tender price index) each year.  

From January 2019 the prevailing CIL rate (2019) will be £62.11 per m
2
.  We have therefore 

utilised this rate which is applicable only to market housing units and detached garages.  The 

total floor area (GIA) of the 39 proposed units is 3,671m
2
 and we have assumed a generous 

floor area of 24m
2
 for each of the 25 detached single garages, leading to a total floor area for 

the overall scheme of 4,271m
2
.  Consequently, if the scheme was developed without any 

affordable housing we estimate that the total CIL liability would be £265,270. 

4.58 It should be noted that any affordable housing provided as part of the scheme will be exempt 

from CIL liability. 

Section 106 / Section 278 (off-site) Costs 

4.59 The Applicant’s FVA submission makes allows no allowance for s106 contributions, works or 

s278 off-site highway works.  It is not clear, at this stage, whether any such contributions or 

works would be required to facilitate a planning permission for this scheme. 

Finance Costs 

4.60 Finance costs within a development appraisal are generally based on the accumulated debt, 

ideally calculated using a cash flow model in the context of the application of appropriate 

timescales for the scheme in question.  At present most mainstream developers can obtain 

finance in the range of 4 to 5% per annum with a credit facility or up to around 60% loan to 

value.  When the arrangement costs of obtaining finance are taken into account the total cost 

of finance will typically fall within the range of 6% to 7% per annum.   

4.61 The Applicant has assumed a finance rate of 7% per annum, leading to a finance cost of 

£352,306.  This allowance accords with our current expectations. 

4.62 We calculate the total cost of finance for the subject scheme as being £300,382, for a unit mix 

featuring no on-site affordable housing (i.e. for the same scenario as per the appraisal 

submitted within the FVA).  This has been calculated by modelling an explicit cashflow 

consistent with the outcome of the commentary contained within this FVAR (see Appendix 3 

and Appendix 4). 

Scheme Duration 

4.63 The Applicant has not put forward the following timescales for the proposed delivery of the 

scheme: 

 a two month delay from draw down of land, following planning consent, to 

commencement of construction. 
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 a construction period (including abnormal site works) of 27 months (an average 

completion of 1.44 dwelling unit completions per month). 

 a sales period of 22 months (with an average of 1.77 house unit sales per month), to 

commence eight months after commencement of construction. 

4.64 We take the view that all aspects of these proposed timescales are reasonable. 

Sales and Marketing Costs 

4.65 The Applicant has included sales, marketing and legal fees of 4% of GDV (with legal fees 

comprising 0.5% of this allowance). 

4.66 This marketing budget is assumed to include sales agents, site sales office, furnishing of show 

home, radio and written advertising, reinstatement of the show home on completion of sales.  

It is assumed that sales incentives are dealt with via approved market values figures, which 

are taken to be inclusive of any potential discounts and incentives (see ‘Value of the 

Completed Development’ at 4.3 to 4.15 above). 

4.67 We take the view that the assumed sales and marketing allowances fall slightly above the 

expected range for market units, we have therefore reduced this allowance to 3.6% of GDV. 

4.68 As advocated within the FVA, for affordable units sales agency and marketing allowances 

should be reduced.  Where affordable rent or shared ownership / equity units are present the 

marketing allowance can even be removed where such units will be pre-sold to an RP and 

transferred upon completion of construction.  In this instance, rather than removing altogether, 

we propose a reduced allowance of 1.5% of GDV for any affordable units within the scheme, 

which incorporates any associated legal disposal fees. 

Developer Profit 

4.69 The Applicant’s FVA puts forward a target developer return of 20% of GDV for market housing 

and 6% for any affordable housing within the scheme. 

 

4.70 The relevant commentary from within the SLDCVA 
6 

relating to developer profit is set out 

below: 

‘5.39 …we consulted on a baseline profit of 17.5% to the private housing (open market sales 

(OMS) values) - with a sensitivity analysis which shows the impact of profit between 15-20%. 

We also consulted on 6% profit to the on-site affordable housing (where applicable). 

5.40 Following consultation, we have changed our approach to a profit rate comprised of 20% 

on private housing and 6% on affordable housing (where applicable). 
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5.41 It is important to note that it is good practice for policy obligations not to be set right up to 

the margins of viability. However, in certain circumstances developers will agree lower profit 

margins in order to secure planning permission and generate turnover.’ 

4.71 The revised version of the National Planning Practice Guidance (‘NPPG’) on Viability 
7 

was 

published in March 2014, last updated on 9 May 2019 and contains the following commentary 

on developer return (Paragraph: 018 Reference ID: 10-018-20190509): 

‘For the purpose of plan making an assumption of 15-20% of gross development value (GDV) 

may be considered a suitable return to developers in order to establish the viability of plan 

policies. Plan makers may choose to apply alternative figures where there is evidence to 

support this according to the type, scale and risk profile of planned development. A lower 

figure may be more appropriate in consideration of delivery of affordable housing in 

circumstances where this guarantees an end sale at a known value and reduces risk. 

Alternative figures may also be appropriate for different development types.’ 

 
4.72 We take the view that the minimum appropriate developer return for a scheme of this scale in 

this location at the present time would be a blended rate of 20% for market housing and 6% on 

affordable housing, subject to a minimum ‘collar’ of 18% of GDV across all units.  This accords 

with the view put forward within the Applicant’s FVA and the approach followed in the 

SLDCVA 
6
. 

 

4.73 This view is set against the context of a District where new houses have been selling quickly in 

recent years with little sign of demand abating.  The town of Grange-over-Sands and the 

immediate surrounding area is particularly popular.  The village of Cartmel is widely accepted 

to be the most desirable location within the Cartmel peninsula.  There has been little new build 

residential development within Cartmel within recent years and we would expect units within 

the subject proposed scheme to prove particularly popular when marketed. 

 
4.74 This view on developer return is also consistent with the approach we have adopted when 

undertaking FVARs on other sites across the Cumbria and North Lancashire area.  This view 

also accords with the outcome of stakeholder consultation we recently conducted as part of a 

Local Plan Viability Study we are undertaking for Lancaster City Council. 

 

4.75 Whilst many funders do indeed expect 20% of GDV as a starting point on medium and large 

schemes, there is typically scope for a developer with a reasonable track record to agree a 

reduction to 18% of GDV where viability becomes an issue and all three parties to transaction  

(the landowner, developer, LPA) will each need to potentially compromise expectations, to 

 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

7 
–  'Planning practice guidance’ – Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government, May 2019 

 https://www.gov.uk/guidance/viability 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/viability
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some extent, in order to broker a mutually acceptable solution.  

 

4.76 In our opinion, this assumption on developer profit is an acceptable and realistic level of profit 

for the subject single phase small to medium-sized scheme, where risk is relatively low. 

Land Value 

4.77 What can be considered to be a reasonable landowner return will depend upon the specific 

circumstances of the case, for example whether a site is greenfield or brownfield in nature, the 

extent of abnormal costs, current and future uses of the land.  Clearly if a landowner does not 

receive close to what they perceive to be a reasonable return in relation to the sale of their 

land then it will not be made available for development. 

4.78 The ‘Threshold  Land Value’ (‘TLV’) is a viability concept relating to a land value at or above 

that which it is assumed a landowner would be prepared to sell. 

4.79 The ‘Residual Land Value’ (‘RLV’) is the amount remaining to buy the land once the total cost 

of a development and an appropriate profit are deducted from the gross development value.  

The RLV must be above or close to the TLV in order for a scheme to be considered to be 

potentially viable. 

4.80 Typically a landowner will have a preconceived notion of the value or worth of their site. In the 

case of greenfield sites (typically in an existing agricultural use) it is relatively simple to 

reconcile whether this notion is realistic through the benchmarking of greenfield land values 

against other relevant transactions.  The benchmarking of land value for brownfield sites, or 

greenfield sites with significant abnormal costs, is much more subjective, depending on such 

factors as the existing and previous use of the property or site in question, the extent of 

abnormal or remediation costs required to facilitate an alternative use for the site and lost 

income from the termination of existing investments on the site and the perceived historic 

investment in the site or building by the landowner. 

4.81 The 'RICS Guidance' 
4
 states that ‘site value’ as a (landowner) benchmark should: 

‘equate to the market value subject to the following assumption: that the value has regard to 

development plan polices and all other material planning considerations and disregards that 

which is contrary to the development plan.’ 

4.82 The revised version of the NPPG on Viability 
7 
contains the following commentary on how land 

value should be ‘defined for the purpose of viability assessment’ (Paragraph: 013 Reference 

ID: 10-013-20190509): 

‘To define land value for any viability assessment, a benchmark land value should be 

established on the basis of the existing use value (EUV) of the land, plus a premium for the 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/viability#para015
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landowner. The premium for the landowner should reflect the minimum return at which it is 

considered a reasonable landowner would be willing to sell their land. The premium should 

provide a reasonable incentive, in comparison with other options available, for the landowner 

to sell land for development while allowing a sufficient contribution to fully comply with policy 

requirements. Landowners and site purchasers should consider policy requirements when 

agreeing land transactions. This approach is often called ‘existing use value plus’ (EUV+).’ 

4.83 The NPPG 
7 

provides further commentary on the ‘factors that should be considered to 

establish benchmark land value.’ (Paragraph: 014 Reference ID: 10-014-20190509): 

‘Viability assessments should be undertaken using benchmark land values derived in 

accordance with this guidance. Existing use value should be informed by market evidence of 

current uses, costs and values. Market evidence can also be used as a cross-check of 

benchmark land value but should not be used in place of benchmark land value. There may be 

a divergence between benchmark land values and market evidence; and plan makers should 

be aware that this could be due to different assumptions and methodologies used by individual 

developers, site promoters and landowners. 

This evidence should be based on developments which are fully compliant with emerging or 

up to date plan policies, including affordable housing requirements at the relevant levels set 

out in the plan. Where this evidence is not available plan makers and applicants should 

identify and evidence any adjustments to reflect the cost of policy compliance. This is so that 

historic benchmark land values of non-policy compliant developments are not used to inflate 

values over time. 

In plan making, the landowner premium should be tested and balanced against emerging 

policies. In decision making, the cost implications of all relevant policy requirements, including 

planning obligations and, where relevant, any Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) charge 

should be taken into account. 

Where viability assessment is used to inform decision making under no circumstances will the 

price paid for land be a relevant justification for failing to accord with relevant policies in the 

plan. Local authorities can request data on the price paid for land (or the price expected to be 

paid through an option or promotion agreement).’ 

4.84 The Applicant’s FVA provides the following commentary (at page 11) in relation to the 

potential benchmark land value for this site: 

‘In considering the issue of site value, a comparable site value needs to be identified in 

which to benchmark the subject site against.  The majority of the site was previously in 

use as a pony paddock with a small area through which the proposed site access is 

formed was part of the curtlidge (sic) of 2 cottages that front Haggs Lane. We have 

considered the value of this land in relation to its existing alternative use as agricultural 

and or pony paddock. Typical agricultural values in the area would be around £10,000 per 

acre, however due to the very small lot size and the location, adjacent to the existing 
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settlement we would expect this to be exceeded. Given its ongoing suitability for a small 

private pony paddock, small lots of this type can achieve well in excess of £20,000 per 

acre… We have therefore applied an existing use value for the 5.68 acre site of £115,000 

[£20,246/gross acre].’ 

4.85 We accept that the above valuation rationale is reasonable. 

4.86 The Applicant’s FVA goes on to provide the following view on the degree of uplift necessary 

from existing use value in order to incentivise the landowner of this site to transact: 

‘To arrive at a suitable benchmark value that would sufficiently incentivise a landowner to 

bring forward their site for redevelopment an uplift over the EUV needs to be considered. 

When considering a Greenfield site a small percentage uplift from such a low base value 

is not appropriate as this would provide no incentive to the landowner to consider an 

alternative use. In these circumstances it is normal to apply a multiple of anywhere 

between 15 and 25 times the existing use value. By applying the lower end of this range 

of 15 times the existing use value a benchmark value for the site would be £1,725,000 

(circa £304,000 per [gross] acre) [LSH comment – this equates to £522,727/gross acre]. 

4.87 Whilst we accept that the above valuation rationale accords with the concept of EUV+, we 

would caution against applying a blanket uplift of 15 times to a gross site area, where 

significant parts of the overall site are not capable of residential development.  Best practice 

also requires that EUV+ assumptions are reviewed in the context of transactional market 

evidence of residential development sites.  The FVA does not put forward any such directly 

comparable transactional market evidence. 

4.88 Paragraph 014 of the NPPG 
7 
advocates the setting of benchmark land values in the context of 

a cross-check against ‘market evidence’, relating to schemes ‘which are fully compliant with 

emerging or up to date plan policies, including affordable housing requirements at the relevant 

levels set out in the plan.’  This practice accords with the definition of ‘site value’ within the 

'RICS Guidance.' 
4
 In our capacity as agent to a number of LPAs, landowners and developer 

clients across Cumbria and the north-west we hold extensive relevant comparable valuation 

evidence for greenfield residential development sites.  Whilst much of this is confidential and 

cannot be published within this FVAR, the evidence below is considered to be recent relevant 

transactional evidence from the South Lakeland area and has been obtained from HM Land 

Registry (and therefore in the public domain).  All of the greenfield sites detailed below are not 

understood to feature significant levels of abnormal costs: 
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Name of site Purchase 
date 

Price Apx Net 
acres 

Price per 
net acre  

Comment 

SOUTH LAKELAND DISTRICT 

Kendal Parks 

Road – 

Phase 1 
(Story Homes) 

Feb 2016 £1,000,000 4.17 £239,808 70 units (24 

affordables).                    

Greenfield /  

urban edge 

Land off 
Allithwaite 
Road 
(‘Oversands 
View’), Kents 
Bank, 
Grange-over-
Sands 
(Russell 
Armer) 

Oct 2014 £1,495,000 3.94 £379,442 42 units  (circa 35% 
affordables).                   

Greenfield scheme on 
edge of village 

Vicarage Dr, 
Kendal 
(Russell 
Armer) 

Oct 2014 £380,000 1.01 £383,800 15 units  (5 
affordables).                  

Windfall /  
urban in-fill 

Natland Mill 
Beck Farm, 
Kendal (Story 
Homes) 

June 2014 £2,180,000 
+ cost of 
building 

farmhouse = 
say 

£2,500,000 

7.4 £337,800 76 units (26 
affordables).                   

Greenfield /  
urban edge 

 

4.89 In the context of the above evidence, adopted local and national planning policy and our 

ongoing local knowledge and experience we would expect, in general terms, a benchmark 

land value for a greenfield development site without any known significant abnormal costs of 

£400,000 to £500,000/net developable acre for sites on the urban edge of Kendal, Grange 

and the Cartmel peninsula at the present time.  Arguably the cost effect of the introduction of 

CIL has led to the expected benchmark to be at the lower end of this range.  For the purpose 

of this FVAR, in light of the comments we have made about the particular desirability of 

Cartmel as a location and the resultant GDV, we have assumed a benchmark land value for 

the site, on the hypothetical assumption that no abnormal costs are present, of £500,000/net 

developable acre (£1.65M). 

4.90 Clearly where abnormal costs are present (in this case provisionally accepted site-specific 

abnormal costs of £783,093; an average of £237.3k per net acre – see 4.52 above) it is 

commonly accepted, and indeed widely evidenced, that land values will be reduced.  In our 

experience we expect to see concessions from all three parties to the transaction in such 

situations – the landowner (i.e. a reduced site value), the developer (a willingness to take a 

reduced level of profit, within appropriate parameters) and the LPA (an acceptance, subject to 

appropriate evidence from an applicant, that developer affordable housing contributions can 

be reduced). 
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4.91 Paragraph 012 of the NPPG 
7 
acknowledges the need to take account of abnormal costs when 

assessing benchmark land value: 

‘Assessment of costs should be based on evidence which is reflective of local market 

conditions…Costs include…abnormal costs, including those associated with treatment for 

contaminated sites or listed buildings, or costs associated with brownfield, phased or complex 

sites. These costs should be taken into account when defining benchmark land value.’ 

4.92 Paragraph 014 of the NPPG 
7 

goes on to state that ‘benchmark land value should…reflect the 

implications of abnormal costs.’ 

4.93 It is clear that there is the NPPG expects benchmark land values to ‘reflect the implications of 

abnormal costs’.  Furthermore this is also, in our experience, how the market operates.  The 

general rule being that the greater the extent of abnormal costs, the lower the land value.  The 

extreme example in this context being a highly contaminated former landfill site, whereby 

remediation costs for development may become so great that land value is reduced to a 

nominal £1. 

4.94 The Applicant’s FVA (at page 12) does acknowledge the expected downward effect of 

abnormal costs on site value.  The FVA reaches the following conclusion on benchmark land 

value: 

‘Taking into account (the low gross to net ratio of 58%) and in consideration of the other 

transactions in the area and the abnormal costs associated with developing the site…a very 

conservative legitimate current land value of £300,000 per net acre has been adopted 

resulting in the Existing Use Value of the site, based on a net site area of 3.3 acres, of 

£990,000.’ 

4.95 The table below sets out a potential compromise between the respective positions of the three 

parties to the transaction: 
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Party Assumed starting / 

policy position 

(greenfield site without 

abnormal costs) 

LSH proposed 

position 

Increase / 

reduction 

Landowner £1,650,000  
 

(£500k per net acre – 

assumed benchmark 

greenfield land value for 

site without abnormal 

costs) 

£957,000  
 

(£290k per net acre, in 

light of actual accepted 

abnormal costs of 

£286k per acre; £24k 

per unit) 

-  £693,000 
(proposed 

position is 58% 

of starting 

position) 

Developer £1,704,449 - using  LSH 

GDV figures 
 

(land at £500k per net 

acre; target developer 

profit 20% of GDV for all 

market units and 6% for 

affordable units: full LPA 

‘starting point’ of 35.9% aff 

housing assuming 57% 

intermediate (4 units 

discounted sale / 4 units 

shared ownership) / 43% 

affordable rent) [Note: 

actual profit as a result of 

provisionally accepted 

base build costs would be 

£1,565,972 = 16.35% of 

GDV; with residual land 

value of £466k] 

£1,965,903  - using  

LSH GDV figures and 

appraisal 
 

(land at above price; 

developer profit 19.09% 

of GDV across all units;  

20.51% affordable 

housing – 8 units, 

comprising 6 x aff rent; 

2 x intermediate 

(shared ownership) 

units; 0 x discounted 

sale units) 

N/A – 
developer profit 

is collared by 

our view of 

minimum return 

for this scheme 
 
 

 

LPA £1,355,538  - using  LSH 

GDV figures 
  

(developer subsidy as 

monetary equivalent with 

35.9% aff housing 

assuming 57% 

intermediate (4 units 

discounted sale / 4 units 

shared ownership) / 43% 

affordable rent) 

£666,750  - using  LSH 

GDV figures 
  

(developer subsidy as 

monetary equivalent 

with 20.51% affordable 

housing – 8 units, 

comprising 6 x aff rent; 

2 x intermediate 

(shared ownership) 

units; 0 x discounted 

sale units) 

-  £688,788 
(proposed 

position is 

49.19% of 

starting position) 
 

 

4.96 The net effect of the above proposed compromise position is summarised below: 
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Party Proposed position Comment 

Landowner Land is sold to 

developer at figure of 

£957,000 (equating to 

£290,000/net 

developable acre) 

 

Site constrained by a significant level of 
abnormal costs of circa £286k per net acre 
(circa £24k per unit – note for comparison 
abnormal costs at the Jack Hill site in 
Allithwaite equated to £35k per unit).  As 
accepted within FVA, unrealistic for any 
landowner to expect full unconstrained 
greenfield benchmark land value for this site.  
This proposed figure represents in our view a 
realistic and reasonable ‘competitive return’ 
to the ‘willing land owner’.  It is noted that this 
assumed land value is slightly below the 
ultimate view of land value expressed in the 
FVA (£990,000), in the context of site-
specific abnormal costs. 

Developer Developer profit 

reduced to 19.09% of 

GDV.  Site developed 

with 8 affordable 

units (6 x affordable 

rent; 2 x shared 

ownership and 0 x 

discounted sale) and 

31 market units.  

Developer profit remains within our view of 

acceptable range of ‘competitive return’, 

particularly for a scheme featuring some 

degree of contracted ‘pre-sales’ of affordable 

rent units to Registered Providers. 

LPA Development 

approved for 8 

affordable units (6 x 

affordable rent; 2 x 

shared ownership and 

0 x discounted sale) 

and 31 market units. 

Relaxation of policy position from 14 to 8 

affordable units (35.9% to 20.51%) is a 

realistic viability position for a site 

constrained by abnormal costs of circa £286k 

per net acre (circa £24k per unit). 
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5 Conclusion 

5.1 We have undertaken a review of the Applicant’s FVA to ascertain the ability of the proposed 

scheme (Planning application ref: SL/2017/0732) to viably make an affordable housing 

contribution in accordance with the Council’s headline Core Strategy 
1 
planning policy position. 

5.2 Whilst we take the view that much of the Applicant’s viability submission (FVA) is acceptable 

there are seven specific aspects which in our opinion require revision.  These are summarised 

below: 

 Value of the Completed Development – FVA average value for proposed market units of 

£272.6/ft
2
 uplifted by 1.8% to £277.6/ft

2
 (see 4.3 to 4.15 above). 

 Value of the Affordable Housing – FVA assumed transfer value of rental units for social 

rent (at 40% of market value) amended to transfer for affordable rent (at 45% of market 

value).  Some intermediate units may also be designated for discounted sale in perpetuity 

in accordance with maximum sale prices published by the Council (see 4.16 to 4.24 

above). 

 Base build costs – Reduced by 7.38% from FVA blended rate across all unit types of 

£108.11/ft
2
 (£1,163.69m

2
) to £100.13/ft

2 
(£1,077.79m

2
) (see 4.25 to 4.38 above).  Note, 

following further negotiation with the Applicant LSH agreed, in light of the proposed 

specification of external finishes to dwellings within this scheme, to increase assumed 

base build costs for two storey units from £98/ft
2
 to £100/ft

2
.  This equates to a blended 

rate across all unit types of £101.96/ft
2
 (£1,097.49m

2
). 

 External and infrastructure costs – Allowance increased from 15% to 15.29% of base 

build costs.  In light of reduced base build costs this equates to a reduction in real terms 

from £16,430 to £15,500 per unit across the scheme (see 4.40 to 4.46 above).  Note, 

following LSH agreement to increase assumed base build costs for two storey units from 

£98/ft
2
 to £100/ft

2
, the external allowance returned to 15% of the revised base build 

allowance.  The external cost allowance per unit remains at £15,500.  It should further be 

noted that the Applicant’s subsequent assessment of external costs led to a figure of 

£1,026,262 (as opposed to the LSH assumption of £604,500 and the Applicant’s Viability 

Consultant’s assumption of £641,000).  The Applicant’s figure of £1,026,262 equates to 

25.47% of the LSH revised assumption of base build costs.  This figure is well above the 

expected range for external works.  Despite the Applicant’s figure of £1,026,262, the 

Applicant’s Viability Consultant proposes to retain the FVA proposed figure of £641,000 

for external works.  Consequently LSH have not been required to further investigate the 

workings and assumptions that have led to the Applicant’s external cost figure of 

£1,026,262. 

 Abnormal costs – reduced by £183,109 (from £966,202) due to view that public open 

space, landscape maintenance, creation of site entrance and feature stone walling should 
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form part of the standard external costs (see 4.46 to 4.54 above).  Note, following further 

negotiation with the Applicant’s Viability Consultant and the Applicant, LSH agreed to 

accept the following additional figures within the assumed abnormal cost budget (leading 

to a revised abnormal cost budget of £943,463): 

 £9,711 – 50% of proposed FVA figure for the creation of public open space; whilst 

usually taken to be wholly part of the external works budget this allowance was 

accepted in light of the unusually low gross to net area ratio for a site of this size (just 

58% in this instance).; this leads larger areas of open space than would normally be 

required under the Council’s planning policy for a typical site of this size. 

 £3,450 – 50% of proposed FVA figure for the public open space landscape 

maintenance for duration of construction and sales period; whilst usually taken to be 

wholly part of the external works budget this allowance was accepted in light of the 

unusually low gross to net area ration for a site of this size (just 58% in this instance). 

 £31,000 – agreed ‘extra-over’ figure for demolition and re-building of natural stone 

walls to create site entrance, as opposed to the initially proposed figure of £48,937. 

 £102,518 – agreed figure for railings and feature stone walling within site.  It was 

accepted, following further negotiation and Planning Officer confirmation, that the 

nature of boundary treatments within this site is above that required on many sites 

within the District. 

 £36,500 – agreed ‘extra-over’ figure for ‘abnormal’ elements of external works (i.e. 

the difference between the LSH external works figure of £604.5k and the figure put 

forward by the Applicant’s viability consultant of £641k); this figure is assumed to 

incorporate an allowance for the larger than typical proportion of single-sided roads 

within the proposed site layout. 

 Sales and marketing costs (including legal fees) – reduced from 4% to 3.6% of GDV for 

market units.  Increased from 0.5% to 1.5% of GDV for affordable units (see 4.65 to 4.68 

above). 

 Land value – proposed landowner minimum expectation of £300,000 per net acre 

reduced to £290,000 per net acre in light of approved level of abnormal costs on this 

site (see 4.77 to 4.96 above) and in an attempt to create an equitable compromise 

between the respective positions of the three parties to the transaction. 

 

5.3 The result of our revised appraisal (see Appendix 3 appraisal and Appendix 4 cashflow) is a 

developer profit of 19.09% of GDV on the assumption that the scheme is capable of viably 

providing an affordable contribution of eight units from an overall total of 39 units (i.e. an 

affordable contribution of 20.51% of total units).  It is proposed that the eight affordable units 

shall comprise as follows: 
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Affordable rent tenure  

 6 x one-bedroomed flats (Plots 34 to 39) (with GIAs ranging between 52.3 & 55.4m
2
)  

Shared Ownership tenure  

 2 x ‘Type V_B’ two-bedroomed semi-detached houses (Plots 20 to 21) (each with a GIA of 

70m
2
) 

 

5.4 This affordable housing contribution represents a net loss of six affordable units in respect of 

the Council’s Core Strategy 
1 

policy expectation of 14 affordable units for this site.  The 

outcome we have reported is not unexpected for a site with a significant level of site-specific 

abnormal costs of £285,898 per net acre; £24,191 per proposed unit). 
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